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ABSTRACT
Power quality standards (IEEE-519) compel to limit
the total harmonic distortion within the acceptable
range. Active power filter, which has been, used here
monitors the load current constantly and
continuously controls the changes in load
harmonics.Active filter with proposed control
mechanism for three-phase power filter is studied
here. It is composed of series active filter connected
in series to the line and active filter connected in
parallel with the load. Traditionally, an active LC
power filter is used to eliminate source current
harmonics when it is connected in parallel with the
load and series active filter will compensate the
voltages in the line. The proposed control technique is
based on the generalized p–q theory. It can be applied
to both harmonic voltage injection and harmonic
current injection and it improves the behavior of the
filter. This control technique is also applied to shunt
active power filter, series active power filter and
comparative study has been done. Simulations have
been carried out on the MATLAB SIMULINK platform
with different filters and results are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The past several years have seen a rapid
increase of power electronics-based loads connected
to the distribution system. These types of loads draw
nonsinusoidal current fromthe mains, degrading the
power quality by causing harmonic distortion. These
non-linearloads appear to be prime sources of
harmonic distortion in a power distribution system.
Inaddition, the harmonic currents produced by
nonlinear loads can interact adversely with awide
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range of power system equipment, most notably
capacitors, transformers, and motors causing
addiational losses like overheating and over loading
and interferences. Harmonic distortion in power
distribution systems can be suppressed using
twoapproaches namely, passive and active powering.
Passive filters are known to causeresonance, thus
affecting the stability of the power distribution
systems. The basicprinciple of active power filter is to
utilize
power
electronics
technologies
to
producespecific currents components that cancel the
harmonic currents components caused by thenonlinear load. Active power filter have a number of
advantages over the passive filters.First of all, they
can suppress not only the supply current harmonics,
but also the reactivecurrents. Moreover, unlike
passive filters, they do not cause harmful resonances
with thepower distribution systems. The active filter
uses power electronic switching to generateharmonic
currents that cancel the harmonic currents from a
nonlinear load.
Harmonics produced by industrial equipment,
such as rectifiers or ASDs, can have a detrimental
effect on the reliability of the plant’s electrical
distribution system the equipment it feeds, and on the
utility system. The characteristics of the current and
voltage produced by ASDs can cause motor problems.
While power quality is basically voltage quality, it is
not strictly a voltage issue. Since the supply system
has a finite, rather than an infinite, strength, currents
outside the direct control of the utility can adversely
affect power quality. These are harmonic load
currents, lightning currents, and fault currents.

2. NEED FOR HARMONIC
COMPENSATION
The implementation of Active Filters in this
modern electronic age has become an increasingly
essential element to the power network. With
advancements in technology since the early eighties
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and significant trends of power electronic devices
among consumers and industry, utilities are
continually pressured in providing a quality and
reliable supply. Power electronic devices such as
computers, printers, faxes, fluorescent lighting and
most other office equipment all create harmonics.
These types of devices are commonly classified
collectively as nonlinear loads “Nonlinear loads create
harmonics by drawing current in abrupt short pulses
rather than in a smooth sinusoidal manner. The major
issues associated with the supply of harmonics to
nonlinear loads are severe overheating and insulation
damage. Increased operating temperatures of
generators and transformers degrade the insulation
material of its windings. If this heating were
continued to the point at which the insulationfails, a
flashover may occur should it be combined with
leakage current from its conductors. This would
permanently damage the device and result in loss of
generation causing widespread blackouts. One
solution to this foreseeable problem is to install active
filters for each nonlinear load in the power system
network.
Although presently very uneconomical, the
installation of active filters proves indispensable for
solving power quality problems in distribution
networks such as harmonic current compensation,
reactive current compensation, voltage sag
compensation, voltage flicker compensation, and
negative phase sequence current compensation.
Ultimately, this would ensure a polluted free system
with increased reliability and quality. The objective of
this project is to understand the modeling and
analysis of anactive power filter. In doing so, the
accuracy of current compensation for current
harmonics found at a nonlinear load for the PQ theory
control technique is supported and also substantiates
the reliability and effectiveness of this model for
integration into a power system network.

2.1 Need of shunt active filter
The inverter in the Shunt Active Power filter in
Fig 2.1 is a bilateral converter and it is controlled in
the current Regulated mode i.e. the switching of the
inverter is done in such a way that it delivers a
current which is equal to the set value of current in
the current control loop. Thus the basic principle of
Shunt Active Filter is that it generates a current equal
and opposite to the harmonic current drawn by the
load and injects it to the point of coupling there by
forcing the source current to be pure sinusoidal.
This type of Shunt Active Power Filter is called
the Current Injection Type APF.Generally, at the point
of common coupling, ridged standards are
implemented to ensure a correct level of total
harmonic distortion (THD) and voltage regulation is
maintained. The problem of compensating for voltage
harmonics is to ensure the supply to be purely
sinusoidal. This is important for harmonic voltage
sensitive devices such as power system protection

3. SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS OF
AF’S FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

Selection of the APF for a particular application is
an important task for end users and application
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devices and superconducting magnetic energy
storage. Voltage harmonics are related to current
harmonics by the impedance of the line.

Fig 1: shunt active filter, Lf=filter inductance
If= current induced by the filter

2.2 Need of series active filter
The cost of shunt active filters is high, and
theyare
difficult
to
implement
in
large
scale.Additionally, they also present lower efficiency
than shunt passive filters. For these reasons, different
solutions are being proposed to improve the practical
utilization of active filters.This solution allows one to
design the active filter for only a fraction of the total
load power, reducing costs and increasing overall
system efficiency.Thus series active filters shown in
fig 2.2 are introduced to reduce the load voltage
harmonics in the power system.Series active filters
work as isolators, instead of generators of harmonics
and hence they use different control strategies. Until
now, series active filters working as controllable
voltage sources. With this approach, the evaluation of
the reference voltage for the series filter is required.
This is normally quite complicated, because the
reference voltage is composed by harmonics.
1) The control system is simpler, because only a
sinusoidal waveform has to be generated.
2) This sinusoidal waveform to control the current
can begenerated in phase with the main supply,
allowing unity power-factor operation.
3) It controls the voltage at the load node, allowing
excellentregulation characteristics.

Fig 2: Series active filter,
Vf= filter induced voltage
engineers.There are widely varying application
requirements, such as single-phase or three-phase,
three-wire and four wire systems, requiring currentor voltage-based compensation. Moreover, there is a
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number of APF configurations which may cater to the
needs of individual users.

3.1. Current-Based Compensation

Current-based compensation is classified as
current harmonics compensation, reactive power
compensation, load balancing, and neutral current
compensation. This compensation may either be
required individually or in a combination by the
individual users. For the current harmonics
compensation, the active shunt filter is an ideal
device. Reactive power compensation is carried out
by using active shunt filters (similar to a STATCON)
for adjustable loads and by using ac capacitors for
fixed load. Load balancing in either three-wire or
four-wire systems is generally done by using an active
shunt filter
configuration. Neutral
current
compensation is carried out by employing an active
shunt filter.For most of the combinations of these
current-based compensations, the active shunt filter
is technically the right choice.

3.2. Voltage-Based Compensation
Voltage-based compensation is categorized as
voltage harmonics compensation, improving voltage
regulation, voltage balancing, voltage flicker
reduction, and removing voltage sags and dips.
Voltage-based compensation, in general, is carried out
by using active series filters. Nowadays, the APF’s can
also correct voltage compensation of momentary
voltage dips or sags of very short duration.

Fig 3: Dual instantaneous power theory

3.3. Voltage- and Current-Based
Compensation
Voltage- and current-based problems, a few of
them being interrelated. A hybrid of active series with
active shunt filters is an ideal choice for such mixed
compensation. Moreover, this hybrid of both APF’s
(also known as a unified power quality conditioner,
UPQC) is also quite suitable for individual current- or
voltage-based
compensation.
However,
the
rating,size, and cost of this UPQC is on the higher side,
therefore, for few combinations of compensation such
as voltage and current harmonics, other APF’s (active
series with passive shunt) are considered most
suitable.

4. DUAL INSTANTANIOUS
REACTIVE POWER THEORY
The proposed control algorithm is based on
the generalized p–q theory. It may be applied to both
harmonic voltage injection and harmonic current
injection. In this algorithm, the compensation voltage
references are extracted directly. Therefore, the
calculation of the compensation voltage reference will
be much simpler than for other control algorithms. In
addition, the difficulty of finding the voltage reference
gain disappears.
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Fig 4: 2Three phase to two-phase conversion

The p-q theory performs a transformation (known as
“Clarke Transformation”) of a stationary reference
system of coordinates a – b - c to a reference system
of coordinates α - β - 0, also stationary.
Medium value of the instantaneous real power
It corresponds to the transferred energy per timeunit
from the power source to the load, through the a – b c phases of the three-phase system.
Alternated value of the instantaneous real power
It corresponds to the energy per time unit that is
exchanged between the power source and the load,
through the a – b – c phases.

5. RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS
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5.1 Simulation with out APF

5.3 Simulation with shunt APF

Fig 5: FFT analysis of load voltage with out APF
THD % of V L = 27.27
Fig 8: FFT analysis of source current with shunt
APF.THD of Is = 2.23
Table 1 : Change in THD with the use of filters
Total harmonic distortion (%)
APF position

Voltage

Current

No APF

27.27

3.83

Series

1.55

-

Shunt

-

2.23

Fig 6: FFT analysis of source current with out APF
THD % of Is =3.83

5.2 Simulation with series APF

6. CONCLUSION
The substantial increase in the use of solid-state
power control results in harmonic pollution above the
tolerable limits. Utilities are finding it difficult to
maintain the power quality at the consumer end, and
consumers are paying the penalties indirectly in the
form of increased plant downtimes.The utilities in the
long run will induce the consumers with nonlinear
loads to use the APF’s for maintaining the power
quality at acceptable levels.

Fig 7: FFT analysis of load voltage with series APF
THD % of VL = 1.55

Thus, by using series active filter we reduced the load
voltage harmonics and by using shunt active filter we
reduced the source current harmonics.Simulations
with the MATLAB-Simulink platform were
performedwith different loads and with variation in
the sourceimpedance.Experimental and simulation,
results are presented.
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